
 

 

Cleveland Browns vs. Los Angeles Chargers  
10-14-18 

Cleveland Browns Players 
 
BROWNS PLAYERS 
 
DB T.J. Carrie: 
On the performance of the defense today: 
“When the balls came our way, we didn’t make the plays we needed to. If you take away those deep balls, it 
changes the mentality of the game and that is something that as a whole, it takes everyone as a defensive unit to 
stop those type of plays. Whether you’re rushing or in coverage, we need to work together and that wasn’t 
something that we did effectively today.” 
 
On the team’s lack of energy: 
“I think we didn’t come out with enough energy. We didn’t have enough energy or enough focus, and 
defensively we have to be a lot more effective in those types of situations. A lot of those type of plays, we had 
had a feeling that they were going to happen, and we have to go out there and make plays. There’s not much 
you can say about making plays in this league, because that is what it is about.” 
 
On the touchdown pass to Tyrell Williams with 6:34 left in the 2nd Quarter: 
“I didn’t get a chance to look at the play, but [DB] Damarious [Randall] is a very savvy guy. Those type of 
plays tend to go his way. He is going to make a lot more plays throughout this year like the ones he already has 
made. It is something that he will probably look at it, dissect it, and then move on.” 
 
On playing against QB Philip Rivers: 
“I went against him multiple times early in my career, and he is a guy that if you don’t take something away 
early, then he can hurt you. From the ground game to the passing game, he can be very effective if you’re not 
taking something away that he is good at. Today we weren’t able to take anything away from him, and when 
you don’t take anything away from a veteran savvy quarterback like him, he will make you pay.” 
 
 
TE David Njoku: 
On missing points after having good field position in the first half: 
“The field position that we had, we have to capitalize. We are just going to go back to work and focus on next week.” 
 
On QB Baker Mayfield’s apparent injury: 
“He seemed fine at the end of the game. Hopefully, he goes to treatment if he needs it, and he is fine.” 
 
On injuries to the Browns WRs this past week: 
“It is what is it. People get hurt. It is the NFL. It is the next man mentality. That is all we can do and just keep working.” 
 
On the effect on him with the injuries at WR: 
“I am here for whatever they need of me. Whatever play was called, I try to do it at 100 percent.” 
 
On pressure with keeping up with the Chargers’ firepower: 



 

 

“No, no pressure really. Obviously, they had a better game than we did today, and it is what it is. We just have to get back 
to the drawing board and keep working.” 
 
 
DL Larry Ogunjobi: 
On the Los Angeles Charges spreading the ball: 
“Yeah, I think they did a good job attacking their edges so we just had to make sure that we tighten down all 
phases of our game. Whether it is in the middle with knocking the line of scrimmage back and setting the force 
on the edge, that way we can keep everything crowded and not let runs get outside. When you do not have an 
edge and things get outside, it makes it hard on everybody trying to pursuit the ball.” 
 
On the Chargers’ touchdown where it looked like it was false start: 
“It was one of those plays where you have to keep playing even though sometimes the referees miss things. You 
still have to finish the play because if you do finish the play and they do not score then those are points off the 
board. If you wait on the ref to make a call for you and they end of completing the ball and they score, well, that 
is it. They kept points on the board. It was an obvious call to a lot of people, but they missed it. It was just one 
of those things.” 
 
One Chargers QB Phillip Rivers’s success today: 
“They just did a good job with the way they were blocking. They used our strengths against us. Things that you 
just have to work on and go back to the drawing board. Look at the film and see the things you have to correct.” 
 
 
DB Damarious Randall: 
On the loss: 
“That’s the NFL.  I feel like we will handle it well.  We are going to go in and watch the film and correct the 
mistakes that we made.  We have got to clean up a lot of things and get ready to play in Tampa.” 
 
On his message to the locker room as one of the leaders on the team: 
“This loss seems bad because of the score, but at the end of the day, it only counts as one in the loss column.  
Even had we lost in overtime again, it’s still the same loss.  We are not trying to put more or less on this loss, 
but at the end of the day, it’s one loss.  We are going to learn from it.  Honestly, I’m glad it happed this early in 
the season.  Every team is going to go through something like this, and it’s the way you respond.  That is going  
to really speak volumes about this team, and I’m looking forward to it.” 
 
On how to bounce back: 
“The 48-hour rule.  After wins or losses, we have a 48-hour rule.  We are going to go in tomorrow, see the film, 
see the things we can correct and get better.  We’ll go from there.” 
 
 
WR Damion Ratley: 
On WR Rod Streater’s injury: 
“It was tough, but we have to step up and make plays when the ball comes our way. We need to make plays 
when plays need to be made. Suck it up and go.” 



 

 

 
On the flea flicker pass to him: 
“I should have had that ball. I think I should catch everything. I should have caught it.” 
 
On the difficulty playing from behind: 
“It was tough. They kept scoring, and we couldn’t score so it was tough.” 
 
On how QB Baker Mayfield’s ankle injury affected the offense: 
“I didn’t even know Baker had an ankle problem to be honest with you. He played like he always plays.” 
 

# # # 
 
 



 

 

Cleveland Browns vs. Los Angeles Chargers  
10-14-18 

Los Angeles Chargers Head Coach Anthony Lynn  
 
Head Coach Anthony Lynn: 
Opening statement: 
“Well, we made all of our damn kicks – all the extra points, all the field goals, so that’s improvement. Fire away.” 
 
On the game plan for the kickers moving forward: 
“We’ll see. We’ll see how (K) Caleb (Sturgis) feels next week. I think right now, we feel comfortable with (K) Mike 
(Badgley). He did a good job, so maybe we’ll let Caleb heal another week and go with Mike. We’ll see.” 
 
On the decision of which kicker to start: 
“Right now, we just go with the guy that’s healthy. When they’re both healthy, we’ll figure it out.” 
 
On WR Tyrell Williams: 
“I saw improvement. (WR) Tyrell (Williams) has been trying to go out and high-point the ball. It’s just something that 
just didn’t come natural with him. I see him working at it every day outside my office out on the field – high-pointing 
balls, high-pointing balls. Today he went up and got a very important one, so there’s improvement with him.” 
 
On the Tyrell Williams touchdown pass where he ripped the ball down in the end zone: 
“That’s what I’m talking about. That’s something that one year ago, you wouldn’t have seen from him. That’s just this 
guy developing into a complete receiver, and he works at it. His work ethic is just as good as anybody’s on this team. I’m 
not surprised to see him do it, but I’m glad he made the play.” 
 
On the rushing offense: 
“Today, the running game was clicking. The guys up front were knocking them off the ball.  We were giving them some 
misdirection and keeping them off balance to try and keep the linebackers on their heels and off their toes. We just did a 
good job. (OC) Ken (Whisenhunt) did a great job of calling that game today and just keeping them off balance.” 
 
On whether this was RB Melvin Gordon III’s best performance: 
“He played well today. I’m not sure if it’s the best I’ve seen him play. I mean, I’ll go back and watch the tape, but I love 
the way he’s running. I’m telling you, he’s inspiring our whole sideline with the way he runs.” 
 
On whether this was the team’s best performance: 
“I think so. Coming across the country and playing in a hostile environment, they executed well today. That’s the way it’s 
supposed to look. It could have been even better.” 
 
On QB Phillip Rivers’ performance and block attempt of Browns LB Jamie Collins, Sr.: 
“Yeah, I saw that. That’s (QB) Phillip (Rivers). He’s always competing, and that’s what we do. We always compete. He 
helped us get a first down right there, and that was a critical first down. But I don’t want to see him do that too many 
times.” 
 
On this game being a step forward for the pass rush: 
“I believe so. How many sacks did we have today? 5, 6? So those guys stepped up, and they did last week. They’re 
winning one-on-ones, they’re taking some of the pressure off (DE) Melvin Ingram (III), so that’s what we need to see.” 
 



 

 

On the defense: 
“I have to tell you, our defense, they protect every inch. They’re in it until the end. You just never know. When a guy is 
on the 1-yard line, that doesn’t faze me because we protect every inch.” 
 
On how the defense kept Browns QB Baker Mayfield in check: 
“We were disciplined in our rush lanes – trying to eliminate his opportunities to escape out of the pocket. When he leaves 
the pocket, he is pretty dangerous. I thought we did a heck of a job of that today – containing him in the pocket and 
getting the sacks. Even when he got out of the pocket, we ran with the receivers and we gave them tight coverage. He had 
to throw a lot of balls away.” 
 
On whether the improved pass rush is schemes, guys winning their one-on-ones, or a combination of the two: 
“It’s a combination of both. Guys are winning one-on-ones, but it’s also scheme. We throw some different schemes at 
people and the guys are getting used to it now. The secondary is getting used to it. Coverage is getting tighter in the back 
end when we have to bring secondary pressure and things like that. It came together well today.” 
 
On whether CB Michael Davis’ role will be expanded after today: 
“When a guy is developing like (CB) Mike (Davis), you have to figure out ways to get him in the game. He’s a good, fast 
corner. He’s long, he’s making plays on special teams, he’s playing more physical now. We’re just looking for ways to 
get him involved. Yes (we expect his role to continue). 
 
On the rushing defense and what was called the Browns’ 3-headed monster in the backfield: 
“At the end of the day, they didn’t have 100 yards rushing, and against those three backs in that offensive line, that’s 
outstanding by a rush defense. They did a heck of a job.” 
 
On QB Phillip Rivers going to the medical tent: 
“He’s fine.” 
 
On whether QB Phillip Rivers’ start to this season is at all surprising: 
“Not really. If you were around him every day and watched how he works, he’s just a professional. He’s a perfectionist. 
You wouldn’t be surprised at all. This is what you get from a guy like that.” 
 
On the linebacker spot: 
I thought (S) Adrian (Phillips) stepped in a dime package. I thought (LB) Denzel (Perryman) moving over into a position 
he hadn’t played all year was outstanding. Guys made nice adjustments, and I thought they executed. 
 
On whether positions can be rotated more now after seeing the performance today: 
“No doubt. If you get guys playing different positions, that’s just more you can do.” 
 

# # # 
 
 



 

 

Cleveland Browns vs. Los Angeles Chargers  
10-14-18 

Los Angeles Chargers Players 
 
CHARGERS PLAYERS 
 
QB Philip Rivers: 
On Chargers WR Tyrell Williams TD catch: 
“It was a heck of a play. We ran a different formation, but the exact same play back-to-back and got the same 
coverage both times or a different version of the same coverage. I thought we had it, and I was trying to make 
sure this safety over here committed to (Chargers TE Sean) Culkin on the corner route. He did, and then 
wheeled out of it right at the last second. When the ball was about half way there, I thought it was intercepted. 
Tyrell did a great job. He’s had a couple of those early in the season. There was one a few weeks ago where he 
went up and got it over the guy’s back, and then he found a way to wheel that one in. It was huge. He caught the 
other one in the post, as well, and then the two-minute drive shortly after that. That was a bit span because we 
were sputtering a little bit. I wasn’t throwing it very well and we were standing in our own end zone during a 
couple of series back to back. I think we had only 24 plays in the first half so that was big. We were able to 
keep in control form there.” 
 
On RB Melvin Gordon’s performance: 
“It’s awesome. I think I’ve seen it all year. He’s run well all year. He hasn’t had the 130-yard day like he had 
today so that was huge. (Chargers RB) Austin (Ekeler) ran well too. The guys up front were blocking. We had a 
heck of a plan and they executed it. It’s huge. We talk a lot about balance and I think that’s what helps some of 
those run actions. We haven’t had many days when we’ve ran more than we’ve thrown. From what I can 
remember, those are fun. I’ll take those any time we can get them.”  
 
On how balance helped close the win today: 
“We didn’t close out in great fashion. Obviously, we had an interception there. Of course, Melvin is going to 
tell you he should have caught it, but I can make it easier on him. A high and hot ball is not ideal. He can make 
the catch, but it wasn’t a great throw so we’d like to finish it a little cleaner. It is nice the way we started to run 
the ball and get some first downs. Then Des (Chargers CB Desmond King II)  had a huge late pick and we 
could finish.” 
 
On his blocking during the end around: 
“I don’t know. I wanted him to just pick a side. He kept going in and out on me. I’m not very comfortable out 
there but I was able to stay in front and not get a holding. That’s positive.”  
 
On if he had a conversation with QB Baker Mayfield after the game: 
“I did not get a chance to. I chatted with a couple of the defensive guys, and I’m sure he chatted with a couple 
of the other guys. He’s a gritty, tough and competitive guy. He has a heck of a career ahead of him. He made 
some really good throws today that were close. If I wasn’t pulling against him to beat him, I would’ve said ‘You 
should’ve caught those.’ There were a couple of them that I thought they should’ve caught, but I’m glad they 
didn’t. He’s going to have a heck of a career. You can just tell in the way he commands. He was running no-
huddles and doing all of that in his third or fourth start. He’s going to be just fine.” 



 

 

 
 
On what he would’ve said to Mayfield after today’s loss: 
“I was able to learn a bit of that from watching (former Chargers and Saints QB) Drew (Brees) those first two 
years. He has lost some tough games at Oklahoma. There weren’t many. He’s used to winning most of them. I 
think that at this league in the quarterback position and any other position, you’re going to win some tough 
games and lose some. You have to come back in on Monday and do the same thing. On Tuesday, do the same 
thing and you are in this thing for the long haul. If you ride the rollercoaster, it can be tough. That’s what I 
would’ve said. Not that he needs to hear that from me. He’s scrappy and tough.” 
 
On how satisfying the start of the season has been: 
“It’s been good. I felt like las year we finished strong and I was playing pretty good. To pick that up this year 
has been positive. It’s all about the team. I hate to have that later interception and all of those things, but 
whatever the numbers are, I really don’t care anymore. I do because if you play well, your team has a better 
chance of winning. Winning, that’s really what it’s all about.”  
 
On the no-call on a false start in the first half: 
“It was close and he may have been early. That’s what happens sometimes. You get some of those that could’ve 
gone either way. Obviously, that was a huge play because we ended up scoring a touchdown, but sometimes 
that’s the way it goes. I felt like we did enough. We can only control the things we can control. If we have a 
bounce or call our way, sometimes that happens and sometimes it happens the other way.” 
 
On getting a win in Cleveland based on the loss two years ago: 
“It was good. It was even better because we’re going to be here a while. You don’t let those negative thoughts 
creep in, but I was telling Melvin as were coming off of the bus, ‘We can’t lose this game and then stay four or 
five days.’ I couldn’t think of anything much worse. It was good to win. We have three in a row. Now, we can 
talk about the Titans at 5-2 that are ahead of us. We have a chance to get that down. It’s going to be a heck of a 
challenge. We have to travel. They do, too. All things are equal from that standpoint. Then we get the bye week, 
and we can get rested up, get guys healthy and go for the home stretch.” 
 
On how he’s going to spend his time in Cleveland: 
“I will be as prepared as ever for this Titans game. I’m always prepared every week, but there will be a lot of 
time to prepare because I won’t be going home in the evenings. There will be a lot of good team bonding.” 
 
On how bonding will help them go into the Titans game: 
“I think it will be good for us. We’re already a pretty close team, but I still think it will be good for us. I think 
the way we’re winning is good, too. There are so many guys contributing. It’s not one side of the ball. It’s not 
one guy. It’s not one part of the game, whether it is the passing game or running game. It’s everybody, offense 
and defense and special teams. I know it’s a little cliché to say that, but that’s how you win. For us to have so 
many guys contributing at every different phase that helps, too. These have been team wins and that’s only 
going to help us as we move forward.” 
 
On being prepared for Cleveland: 



 

 

“I knew it was going to be a challenge. The truth is other than those three plays, you’re looking at 9 of 18 for 90 
yards. It wasn’t like we threw the ball up and down the field. We didn’t have to because of the way the running 
game was going and the way the score was. It wasn’t by any means easy out there. It never is. We knew it was 
going to be a heck of a challenge knowing what they did against New Orleans and Pittsburgh. The only game 
when the points got away from them was in Oakland. Those were some big plays, and they played for 70 
minutes. They have a good defense and this team will be scrappy in the AFC North. With the weather and all of 
the elements, they will hang in there and be scrappy the whole way through.”  
 

# # # 
 
 



 

 

Cleveland Browns vs. Los Angeles Chargers  
10-14-18 

Los Angeles Chargers Players 
 
CHARGERS PLAYERS 
 
WR Keenan Allen: 
 
On WR Tyrell William’s improvement on high-pointing balls in the air:  
“Most definitely, as far as the tackling the ball when it’s in the air, making contested catches with DBs on him. 
Having the opportunity to go get the ball in the air and come down with it, that’s amazing.” 
 
On team chemistry:  
“The chemistry and confidence is coming back to what it was at the end of last season, I can tell. Before the 
game and in the locker room, everyone is feeling good and trusting the game plan. When we can do that and not 
think about having to play, we can go out and do what we just did.” 
 
On Tyrell Williams’ first touchdown:  
“The first one in the end zone, that brings the excitement. When guys make a play like that, we’re ready to go.”  
 
On 4-2 record:  
“It’s amazing, completely opposite of what we did last year so now we don’t have to worry about it on the back 
end.  As long as we keep it up and stay consistent, we should be fine.”  
 
RB Melvin Gordon III: 
 
On the success of the run game: 
“That just means we’re hitting on all cylinders. They don’t know what is coming and we were all over them. 
We were on top of things today and that opened up the run game a lot.” 
 
On closing out games: 
“It’s big that we learn how to finish.  We came up short in Buffalo and didn’t finish how we wanted to, but we 
finished today so that’s good for us.”  
 
On playing the best in his career right now:  
‘I’m playing well but I can play better”. 
 
On rushing for three touchdowns in a game: 
“It feels good.  It’s a credit to everyone around me. Not just the offensive line, but the receivers and tight-ends 
are blocking.  Everyone contributed to everything. So hats off to everyone.”  
 
On how well the line is blocking:  
“They are playing well as a group.  They understand the scheme and what’s going on. That makes it a lot better 
for me. The harder we run, the harder they block. We’re only getting better.” 



 

 

 
On WR Tyrell Williams’ touchdown:  
“It motivates you.  This game is played off of energy and when you got a guy going out there and making stuff 
happen like that, that gives you the motivation.  I have to go get it and everyone feeds off of that.  We felt that 
today.”  
 
On QB Philip Rivers blocking:  
“Let’s me know he loves the game, he’s and unselfish player. (QB Philip) Phil (Rivers) is a high energy guy 
that is going to do whatever it takes to win, in every snap and every down he shows that.” 
 
C Mike Pouncey: 
 
On the Chargers strong performance: 
“We had a lot of reasons to not come out here and play good today. We traveled halfway across the country to 
stay in another city, and then we’re traveling across the world again to go play in London. Our football team 
came out here and handled our business from start to finish. We’re really proud of ourselves. We played really 
well up in Buffalo in the first half, and we didn’t finish that game so it didn’t sit well with us. When we came 
out of halftime this time, we wanted to come out and finish the game the right way. That’s why everyone is so 
excited, because we put together a complete game today.” 
 
On preparing for the Browns: 
“[Our preparation] didn’t really have anything to do with the Browns. It was about us coming out and executing 
our offense the way we know we can and the way we do in practice. It reflected on the way we played the 
game. We had a great week of practice last week and when our offense is clicking like that, it’s hard to stop us.” 
 
On neutralizing the Browns’ defensive line: 
“We just identified what defense they were in. When they were line stunting, we knew, and we checked right 
into our outside zone right into their line stunt. That was really effective for our offense. We stayed in front of 
the sticks for most of the game, and that’s the reason why our offense did so well.” 
 
T Russell Okung: 
 
On preparing for Browns DE Myles Garrett: 
“We have an incredible offensive coordinator and an offensive line coach who sets us up to have success. We 
were doing an array of things, whether that was double teams up front or some pulling plays. Our offensive 
coordinator really called it this week. (Browns DE) Myles (Garrett) is an incredible player. He can play the 
pass, he can play the run, and he can give guys fits all day. The kid is incredible. As a team, this weekend we 
got the best of that defense.” 
 
On QB Philip Rivers’ audibles at the line of scrimmage: 
“It’s a lot of film study and a lot of attention to detail. This week when the defense lined up a certain way, we 
knew we could check into certain looks and have success against them if we all did our jobs. We executed well, 
and today was a testament to that.” 
 



 

 

On Chargers WR Tyrell Williams’ first touchdown reception: 
“What was really funny about that play was that right before, he was trying to hype us up and said ‘Let’s go, 
let’s make a big play.’ Once he did it, I was just like, ‘You’re one of the best, man.’ I’m really glad to have a 
guy like that around. He’s fiery, he’s a competitor, and he does his job every single day.  When you see guys 
like him have success, it’s about all the attention to detail and practice all coming together.” 
 
 
WR Tyrell Williams: 
 
On QB Phillip Rivers blocking for players:  
“That’s Phil.  He’s competitive and he’s going to stick his nose in there if he gets an opportunity.  I’m not 
surprised at all.” 
 
On possibly being over looked by the amount of receivers on team: 
“I’m not worried about that.  If I get the opportunity, I want to make sure I am ready for those and help the team 
win. We have a lot of guys and different weapons, so if we’re winning, we’re good.” 
 
On getting into a rhythm with lack of touches:  
“Definitely difficult to get into one, but once you get one, I’m in a rhythm and I feel good after that.” 
 
 

# # # 
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